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LEGENDA

>> SIGHTS

>> FOOD & DRINK

>> SHOPPING

>> FUN THINGS TO DO

Santa Maria della Concezione
Fontana del Tritone
Multisala Barberini
Kami Spa
Hostaria Romana
Palazzo Barberini
Quattro Fontane
Sant’Andrea al Quirinale
Palombini Esposizioni
LasaGnaM
Giardini del Quirinale
Palazzo del Quirinale
Insula del Vicus Caprarius
Il Gelato di San Crispino
Trevi Fountain
Baccano
Galleria Alberto Sordi
Column of Marcus Aurelius
Osteria dell’Ingegno
Salotto 42
Sant’Ignazio di Loyola
Palazzo Doria Pamphilj
Moriondo e Gariglio
Materie
Minerva Roof Garden
Basilica di Santa Maria sopra Minerva
Cartoleria Pantheon dal 1910
Zazà
Sant’Eustachio il Caffè
San Luigi dei Francesi
Ai Monasteri
Maxelâ
L'Autre Chose
Giolitti
Tazza d’Oro
Pantheon
Armando al Pantheon

ROUTE
quirinal hill, trevi fountain &
pantheon
ABOUT THE ROUTE

This scenic walk will lead you past some of the city's most important sights, as well as plenty
of shops and typical Roman restaurants. To get a taste of real Roman city life, don't stick to
the route religiously. Instead, do as the Romans do, and roam around, stopping for a chat here
and there with some of the local shopkeepers and artisans. This walk is also a perfect route to
follow by bike.

ALL DISTRICTS

Rome is the heart of the Roman Empire, the seat of the Catholic Church and the capital of
Italy. The city's diversity manifests itself in churches, palaces and museums at every turn.
Quirinal Hill is one of the seven hills of Rome. At its top lies the Piazza del Quirinale, with
its enormous presidential palace, majestically overlooking the city. The Fontana di Trevi is an
impressive fountain, and legend has it that when you throw a coin in the water over your left
shoulder, using your right hand, you will return to Rome. At night, when the fountain is
beautifully lit, it's usually a bit quieter.
On Piazza Colonna you'll find shopping arcade Galleria Alberto Sordi, a favorite go-to for
shoppers and art nouveau aficionados alike. And be sure to admire the impressive art
collections on display at the nearby Palazzo Doria Pamphilj, which is privately owned by the
princely Roman family Doria Pamphilj, who still resides here.
The area surrounding the Pantheon, one of the best preserved monuments from ancient
times, is buzzing with little shops and Roman trattorias.These time-honored eateries have
been around for decades. Waiters dressed in black and white serve up classic dishes like
pasta all’amatriciana. This is also a great place to stop for coffee, with two of the oldest and
most famous coffee bars of the city just a few hundred yards apart.
When exploring this neighborhood, take some time to wander through the little alleys full of
traditional artisans, like wood workers and furniture makers. There are also many antique
stores. Around the Palazzo Montecitorio, which houses the Italian parliament, important Italian
politicians are part of the local scenery.

NOT MUCH TIME

Fontana di Trevi + Pantheon + Piazza del Quirinale + Palazzo Doria Pamphilj +
Sant'Ignazio di Loyola

ROUTE DIRECTIONS (ca. 5.10 km)
Start at the crypt on Via Veneto 1 . Admire Triton 2 on Piazza Barberini and check out the
movie schedule 3 . Take Via delle Quattro Fontane. Turn right onto Via degli Avignonesi if
you're in need of a massage 4 and turn left onto Via del Boccaccio for Roman lunch 5 . Take
Via Rasella to go back to Via delle Quattro Fontane. Further down you will see Palazzo
Barberini 6 on your left. Keep walking until the fountains 7 , then turn right. You will soon
reach the Sant’Andrea al Quirinale 8 . In need of a coffee? Palombini Espozioni 9 requires a
small detour, but you can stop for lunch nearby 10 . If you're looking for some shade, head to
the gardens 11 . On Piazza del Quirinale you can view the presidential palace 12 , then head
down the steps next to it. Take Via della Dataria and visit an archaeological site 13 . For ice
cream, turn right onto Vicolo dei Modelli 14 . Walk back and head toward the Trevi Fountain
15 . For shopping, walk through the Via delle Muratte 16 and turn right onto Via di Santa Maria

to get to the Galleria Alberto Sordi 17 . Via del Corso is also great for shopping. The Column of
Marcus Aurelius 18 stands tall on the square across the street. Walk through the Via dei
Bergamaschi until Piazza di Pietra, where you can have lunch with a view of the stock market
19 20 . Take the Via de Burrò and view the church Sant’Ignazio di Loyola 21 . At the end of Via

di Sant’Ignazio, cross the parking lot for a museum 22 or have a drink around the corner. Turn
right onto Via di Piè di Marmo for chocolate 23 and jewelry 24 . Continue walking for wine
with a view 25 to Piazza della Minerva 26 . Bear left behind the Pantheon for stationary 27 .
Have a slice of pizza 28 or delicious fresh coffee at Sant’Eustachio 29 . For Caravaggio’s, head
right down Via della Dogana Vecchia until the French church 30 . Via Santa Giovanni d’Arco
further ahead on the left takes you to Ai Monasteri 31 . Take the first right, onto Via di
Sant’Agostino and order a steak at Via delle Coppelle 32 . There are many boutiques in this
neighborhood, like L’Autre Chose 33 . Choose Via degli Uffici del Vicario for artisan gelato 34 ,
or head south on Vicolo della Guardiola for coffee 35 . Marvel at the sudden appearance of the
majestic Pantheon 36 . Enjoy a great meal 37 and let all the impressions of the day sink in.
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1 SANTA MARIA DELLA CONCEZIONE - SIGHTS

6 PALAZZO BARBERINI - SIGHTS

The Santa Maria della Concezione hides a gloomy scene: in the crypt the bones of 4,000

The impressive Palazzo Barberini was built in the 18th century for the powerful Barberini

monks decorate its five chapels. Some bones are fashioned into Christian symbols, but there
are also full skeletons, wrapped in habits. In the last chapel there's a message for the visitors:

family. Inside, the door on the right leads you up a spiral staircase made by Borromini. The

‘What you are now, we once were; what we are now, you shall become.’
via vittorio veneto 27, www.cappucciniviaveneto.it, ++039()06-88803695, daily 9am-6.30pm,
entrance €8, metro barberini

staircase takes you to the Galleria Nazionale d’Arte Antica with paintings from the 16th and

wide, monumental staircase behind the door on the left was made by his rival Bernini. This
17th century, including a portrait of Raphael's alleged lover, La Fornarina (the baker's
daughter). Also visit the Galleria Corsini. The tour through its private family rooms with frescos
in the Sala delle Battaglie is a definite highlight.
via delle quattro fontane 13, www.galleriaborghese.it, ++039()06-32810, tues-sun
8.30am-7pm, entrance €7, metro barberini

2 FONTANA DEL TRITONE - SIGHTS

In the middle of Piazza Barberini you'll find Fontana del Tritone (Triton Fountain). It was
designed in 1642 by sculptor Bernini and commissioned by Pope Urban VIII. The design
features four dolphins holding up a sea shell, upon which a muscular Triton kneels with a
conch shell to his lips. From this, a jet of water spews up high into the air. The fountain base
features a depiction of bees - a symbol of the powerful Barberini family.
piazza barberini, metro barberini

7 QUATTRO FONTANE - SIGHTS

On the highest point of the street lie the Quattro Fontane - four fountains that represent the
Tiber and Arno rivers and the goddesses Diana and Juno. This is also where the San Carlo alle
Quattro Fontane is located - the first solo project by Borromini. This church
epitomizes the baroque style and Borromini used optical tricks to make it look like the dome is
floating.

3 MULTISALA BARBERINI - FUN THINGS TO DO

More and more theaters in Rome screen movies in their original language (not dubbed), and
Multisala Barberini is one of them. This is by no means a given in Italy, so if you want to get
lost in the magic of the silver screen, make sure to book your ticket in advance.
piazza barberini 24-26, www.cinemadiroma.it, ++039()06-86391361, mon-fri 3pm-1am, satsun 11am-1am, €8.50, metro barberini

via delle quattro fontane, www.sancarlino.eu, ++039()06-4883261, mon-fri 10am-1pm &
3pm-6pm (summer only in the morning) sat 10am-1pm, sun noon-1pm, free entrance, metro
barberini
8 SANT’ANDREA AL QUIRINALE - SIGHTS

Bernini had limited space for his Sant’Andrea al Quirinale. He designed this oval church in
1658 and managed to make it appear quite spacious because of the deep chapels. This

4 KAMI SPA - FUN THINGS TO DO

Being a tourist in Rome can be physically demanding - unwittingly you can end up covering
long distances. At Kami Spa their masseuses will get to grips with your achy feet and
muscles. As soon as you leave the Roman traffic jams behind you, you will begin to feel zen
again. Choose from Asian massages, body packs, scrubs and other spa treatments. There is
also a lovely swimming pool.
via degli avignonesi 12, www.kamispa.com, ++039()06-42010039, daily 10am-10pm, see
website for prices, metro barberini
5 HOSTARIA ROMANA - FOOD & DRINK

Hostaria Romana has been a genuine classic among Roman trattorias for over 50 years now.
A bright space with a pleasant feel, where the waiters still wear black and white. It's perfect
for a quick lunch with the locals. Order pasta, like the bucatini all’amatriciana (with pork jowls

charming little baroque gem is a popular location for weddings.
via del quirinale 29, www.gesuitialquirinale.it, ++039()06-4874565, tues-sat 8.30am-noon &
2.30apm-6pm, sun 9am-noon & 3pm-6pm, free entrance, metro barberini
9 PALOMBINI ESPOSIZIONI - FOOD & DRINK

Caffetteria Palombini Esposizioni is located inside the Palazzo delle Esposizioni, the largest
exhibition area in the city. The cafe sits next to a bookstore and is somewhat hidden inside
the building. It has a white and minimalistic interior and a menu featuring subs and savory
snacks like cold pasta and grilled peppers. The courtyard is lovely as well. Open Colonna, the
fancy restaurant at the Palazzo, is also worth a visit.
via milano 15-17, www.palazzoesposizioni.it, +039()06-48941320, tues-fri & sun noon-8pm,
sat noon-11pm, sub €5, bus via nazionale

and pecorino cheese) or spaghetti alla carbonara, for an afternoon full of energy.
via del boccaccio 1, www.hostariaromana.it, ++039()06-4745284, mon-sat 12.30pm-3pm &
7.15-11pm, pasta €13, metro barberini
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PRINT THIS PDF AND MAKE
YOUR OWN TRAVEL GUIDE
credits
This book has been put together with
the greatest care. mo’media bv is not
responsible for any inaccuracies that
might appear in the text. Comments
and/or suggestions can be sent to
mo’media, P.O. Box 359, 3000 AJ
Rotterdam, info@momedia.nl,
www.timetomomo.com.
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LOCAL

NAME

TESSA D.M. VRIJMOED

Tessa's motto is: pass by the Colosseum. She prefers to
show you the quiet courtyard of the Chiostro del
Bramante. Or the Testaccio neighborhood where she invites
you for a bite with the Romans at Pizzeria Nuovo Mondo.
The magic of the city makes you fall in love with it, especially
when museum stay open longer and keep organizing
concerts. And the ice cream? Delicious where ever you go.
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